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Abstract

Among the vast number of recognition molecules, DNA aptamers generated from cell-SELEX 

exhibit unique properties for identifying cell membrane biomarkers, in particular protein receptors 

on cancer cells. To integrate all recognition and computing modules within a single structure, a 

three-dimensional (3D) DNA-based logic gate nanomachine was constructed to target 

overexpressed cancer cell biomarkers with bispecific recognition. Thus, when the Boolean 

operator “AND” returns a true value, it is followed by an “ON” signal when the specific cell type 

is presented. Compared with freely dispersed double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)-based molecular 

circuits, this 3D DNA nanostructure, termed DNA-logic gate triangular prism (TP), showed better 

identification performance, enabling, in turn, better molecular targeting and fabrication of 

recognition nanorobotics.

Within the boundary of the cell membrane surface are found thousands of components, all of 

which play essential biological roles in cell−cell communication, cell growth, proliferation 

and death.1 Many of these components consist of protein receptors, often overexpressed, 

which can be a rich source of biomarker discovery for disease diagnosis, therapeutics and 

biomedical engineering.2 However, the priorities are molecular recognition of these 

overexpressed objects and production of a computational signal, so that final actuation can 

be achieved for biomedical applications. Therefore, the use of a Boolean logic-based 

molecular system to sort and identify these biomarkers has garnered substantial attention 
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over the past few years. Nanomachines were recently created to process molecular signals 

on cell surface.3 The fundamental element of these nanomachines involves target 

recognition. Accordingly, harnessing the affinity of antibodies and aptamers toward their 

target membrane receptors, the relative concentrations and affinities of these moieties were 

analyzed to determine a particular cell type,4 leading to many logic-based molecular 

machines built for biomedical applications.5 However, typical logic gate nanomachines 

consist of several freely diffusible components in solution, thus severely lowering the logic 

operation speed for molecular proximity effect.6

To address this issue, nanomachines were fabricated by logic operation components in a 

constrained platform, including nanoparticles,7 organic scaffolds8 and DNA assemblies.9 

The unique properties enable DNA nanoarchitectures10 to play dynamic operations;11 

consequently, engineered by elements integration strategy, DNA aptamer-based 

nanomachines became the smart systems of choice for logic gate computation on the cell 

surface.12 DNA aptamers generated from cell-SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by 

EXponential enrichment) exhibit both high specificity and high binding affinity, and they 

can be easily synthesized and chemically modified.13 Importantly, because aptamers are 

oligonucleotides, they can be displaced by DNA strands. On the basis of our previous 

study14 and considering the dimensional factor for 3D structures showing the superior 

stability15 and cellular internalization ability,16 we herein engineered a small DNA-logic 

gate triangular prism (TP) as a 3D DNA nanomachine for cell-surface recognition and 

computing (Figure 1).

In order to construct a 3D DNA nanostructure model, a DNA TP was initially designed for 

subsequent functionalization that meets the minimal-use requirements for DNA strands17 

(Figures S1 and S2). Its top face and two side faces extend functional toes. Bispecific 

recognition is used to overcome heterogeneity among cancer cell subtypes,18 as revealed by 

individual markers on the target cell surface. On the top face, a reporter toe, consisting of the 

conjugates of strands F, S and R (F/S/R), was loaded, while two separate recognition toes 

(sgc8c/cS and sgc4f/cF) were loaded on the bottom face (Figure 1a).

To perform the “AND” Boolean logic operation for the target cell surface, two aptamers, 

sgc8c (targeting tyrosine-protein kinase-like 7) and sgc4f (unidentified target), were selected 

to serve as recognition molecules to target overexpressed cancer biomarkers in human acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia cells (CCRF-CEM), but neither in Ramos cells, making it possible 

to identify these two cell types based on aptamer recognition.13a,14 In the absence of CEM 

cells, each aptamer hybridizes with a piece of its respective complementary DNA (cDNA). 

However, in the presence of CEM cells expressing both target biomarkers, this aptamer/

cDNA conjugate switches to an aptamer/target conjugate, while releasing cDNA as an 

output. As shown in Figure 1b, when two kinds of outputs are released from the recognition 

toes, the reporter toe is turned on after undergoing DNA strand displacement reactions. 

While target recognition is important, signal response depends on the strength of expression, 

and, in this case, because both biomarkers are underexpressed on the Ramos cell membrane, 

insufficient signal response precludes the execution of computing operations.
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Initially, a 3D DNA TP was one-pot self-assembled (Figures S3 and S4). As each edge of 

the equilateral triangle has a single strand domain for hybridizing functional toes (Figure 

2a), a functional toes loaded DNA nanomachine was created. Native polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (native-PAGE) was used to verify the functional transformation from this TP 

scaffold to DNA nanomachine (Figure 2b), in agreement with the result of size change by 

dynamic light scattering (DLS, Figures 2c and S5). Then, the feasibility of “AND” logic 

operation was initially investigated using complementary DNA strands instead of cell 

surface biomarkers. The “ON” reporter signal for recovery of fluorescence on the R strand 

was observed only if stimulated by complete complementarity to strand S and a piece of 

sgc8c (cS), as well as complete complementarity to strand F and a piece of sgc4f (cF); 

otherwise, the reporter is “OFF” (Figure 1b). To verify this dual-input process, different 

fluorescence ratio groups of cS and cF were studied on a reporter toe-loaded DNA TP 

(F/S/R-TP). Little difference for fluorescence recovery between different ratio groups of cS 

strand indicated equal cS to cF can make this logic operations efficient (Figure 2f). Finally, 

when both target strands existed, the “ON” response occurred (Figure 2g), in agreement with 

the native-PAGE result (Figure 2e).

Different from double stranded DNA (dsDNA) systems, which normally make up DNA 

molecular circuits, 3D nanostructures are more stable and more easily uptaken by cells.16 

Hence, fluorophores labeled dsDNA (sgc8c/cS) was created, and flow cytometry was 

employed to analyze the difference between linear one and 3D nanomachines for target cell-

surface recognition and computing (Figure 3b). As these DNA nanomachines were stable 

within 6 h in 10% fetal bovine serum (Figure 3a), they were then used to test the responses 

to CEM (targeted cell) and Ramos (control cell, Figures S6 and S7). In order to adequately 

interacting with cell surface, nanomachines were initially incubated at 4 °C for 1 h, final 

signals were obtained after further different incubation times, ranging from 1 h, 2 to 4 h. 

Interestingly, the stronger and faster fluorescence intensity in the DNA-logic gate TP group 

was observed for “ON” signal (Figure 3c). We speculated that nanomachines completed the 

recognition and computing processes within the first 1 h; meanwhile, their cellular 

internalization became the main factor for signal obtain, which provide a strategy for 

constructing structural molecular machines when taking final signal into consideration. 

Importantly, the improvement of diagnosis accuracy can be implemented by employing dual 

or even multiple molecular recognition, thus providing a path for construction of advanced 

and powerful nanomachines.

To study the specificity and selectivity of our 3D DNA-logic-gate TP for cell-surface 

computing, it was tested on both CEM (target group) and Ramos (control group) cells. After 

a reporter toe was loaded onto the top face of the DNA-logic gate TP scaffold to assemble a 

prismatic nanostructure, different aptamer-based recognition toes were loaded on its bottom 

face, ultimately forming such logic nanostructures as sgc8c-F/S/R-TP, sgc4f-F/S/R-TP, 

sgc8c-sgc4f-F/S/R-TP, sgc8c/cS-F/S/R-TP, sgc4f/cF-F/S/R-TP and sgc8c/cS- sgc4f/cF-

F/S/R-TP (the intact DNA-logic gate TP). These DNA nanostructures were respectively 

incubated with CEM and Ramos cells to study the effects of different functional segments. 

Then, flow cytometry was employed to analyze the effects of logic operations on the two 

cell types for 1 h (Figure S8), 2 h (Figure S9), and 4 h (Figure S10). Among all groups 

shown in Figure 4a, the fluorescence intensity of sgc8c/cS-sgc4f/cF-F/S/R-TP incubated 
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with CEM cells was highest. This result demonstrated that the intact DNA-logic gate TP 

could perform “recognition-then-computing” operation completely and that the signal “ON” 

feedback could be obtained. For the different times tested, a divergence in selectivity 

between control Ramos and CEM target groups was gradually displayed. Confocal laser 

scanning microscopy imaging of the DNA-logic gate TP at different times was in agreement 

with the flow cytometry results (Figure 4b).

Heterogeneity is a characteristic of cancer cells, particularly protein receptors on the cell 

surface. Single recognition molecules cannot identify all clinical samples from various 

patients, even those with the same cancer type. Therefore, it follows that a bispecific 

“recognition-then-computing”19 nanomachine would be especially desirable in the context 

of diagnostics/therapeutics. Indeed, our 3D DNA-logic gate TP meets this requirement based 

on its ability to rapidly distinguish biomarkers of interest in living cells in situ. This strategy 

is also applicable for RNA nanostructures and large DNA architectures.9a Additionally, 

combination of the molecular proximity effect20 and DNA nanotechnology16a for 

engineering nanodevices is largely employed in the field of biomedicine, and our small and 

simple DNA nanomachine is more easily designed, economical, and powerful than other 

massive DNA nanostructures.

As proof-of-concept, we designed and engineered an aptamer-based 3D DNA-logic gate TP 

nanomachine. This nanomachine is proposed to perform Boolean logic operations on the 

membrane surfaces of cancer cells, in particular the AND operation. Not only could this 

nanomachine perform cell surface-based logic operations, but it could also be easily 

internalized, indicating its theranostic potential. Different from linear dsDNA-based circuits, 

this 3D DNA nanomachine easily incorporated all logic units into one triangular scaffold 

able to report “ON” when the specific cell type is presented, thus improving the accuracy of 

cell identification. Otherwise, the reporter toe is signal “OFF” when the target cell is absent, 

thus bringing a smart diagnostic tool to the forefront of personalized medicine and 

biomedical research.
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Figure 1. 
Working principles of DNA engineered nanomachine. (a) Structural diagram of DNA-logic 

gate TP nanomachine, which contains reporter toe, recognition toe 1, recognition toe 2 and 

DNA TP scaffold. Strand cS is completely complementary to strand S and a piece of sgc8c, 

whereas strand cF is completely complementary to strand F and a piece of sgc4f. (b) Scheme 

of aptamer-based 3D DNA nanomachine for targeted cell surface computing. Two aptamers 

recognize and bind to their membrane biomarkers, thus releasing cS and cF from respective 

recognition toes. Driven by DNA strand displacement reactions, the fluorescence signal in 

reporter toe switches to “ON” from its original quenched (OFF) state.
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Figure 2. 
Self-assembly and dynamic logic operation of 3D DNA- logic gate nanomachine in buffer 

solution. (a) Dynamic operation of the DNA-logic gate nanomachine. (b) Native-PAGE 

results confirmed the stepwise assembly of the DNA-logic gate TP. Lane 1: DNA TP 

scaffold. Lane 2: F/S/R-TP. Lane 3: sgc8c/cS-TP. Lane 4: sgc4f/cF-TP. Lane 5: sgc8c/cS-

sgc4f/cF-TP. Lane 6: F/S/R-sgc8c/ cS-sgc4f/cF-TP (DNA-logic gate TP). (c) Determination 

of the size of 500 nM TP scaffold (red) and DNA-logic gate TP (blue) by DLS. (e) Native-

PAGE analysis of the dynamic behavior of the DNA-logic gate TP. Lane 1: DNA-logic gate 

TP. Lane 2−3: previous sample adding either cS or cF, respectively. Lane 4: DNA-logic gate 

TP, adding both cS and cF. Lane L: DNA ladder. (f) Ratio optimization of cS and cF. 

Fluorescence intensity was recorded for FAM-R and BHQ 1-S loaded DNA TP. (g) 

Fluorescence change of DNA-logic gate TP in response to DNA strand displacement.
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Figure 3. 
Difference between linear dsDNA and the 3D DNA-logic gate TP for target cell surface 

computing. (a) Degradation analysis between 3D DNA-logic gate TP and double stranded 

DNA. Native polyacrylamide gel analysis of FBS (10% v/v) degradation assay products for 

DNA-logic gate TP and dsDNA within 6 h. (b) Schematic illustration representing the logic 

operations of respective dsDNA (left) and DNA-logic gate TP (right) on the target cell 

surface. (c) The fluorescence intensity of DNA-logic gate TP comparing with dsDNA and 

control groups (F/S/R-TP, LGTP-Ctrl 1 and LGTP-Ctrl 1) shows the difference between 

linear double- strand DNA machine and 3D logic gate nanomachine. P values were 

calculated by Newman−Keuls Multiple Comparison Test, *P < 0.05. The fluorescence 

values and their error bars were calculated from three experiments.
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Figure 4. 
3D DNA-logic gate nanomachine for cell-surface recognition and computing. (a) Flow 

cytometry reporting signals of different DNA TP-based nanostructures for both CEM and 

Ramos cells during incubation times of 1 h, 2 and 4 h; A: sgc8c-F/S/R-TP, B: sgc4f-F/S/R-

TP, C: sgc8c-sgc4f-F/S/R-TP, D: sgc8c/cS-F/S/R-TP, E: sgc4f/cF-F/S/R-TP, F: sgc8c/cS-

sgc4f/cF-F/S/R-TP (DNA-logic gate TP). Only the intact logic gate TP can accomplish the 

steps of bispecific biomarker recognition, DNA strand displacement reaction- based 

computing and effective fluorescent reporting. (b) Confocal laser scanning microscopy 

images of CEM and Ramos cells interacting with the 3D DNA-logic gate nanomachine for 1 

h, 2 and 4 h. Scale bar = 10 μm. (c) Truth table of DNA logic-gate nanomachine.
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